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Abstract. In recent years, there have been several proposals for anonymous communication systems that provide intentional weaknesses to allow anonymity to be circumvented in special cases. These anonymity
revocation schemes attempt to retain the properties of strong anonymity
systems while granting a special class of people the ability to selectively
break through their protections. We evaluate the two dominant classes
of anonymity revocation systems, and identify fundamental flaws in their
architecture, leading to a failure to ensure proper anonymity revocation,
as well as introducing additional weaknesses for users not targeted for
anonymity revocation.
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Introduction

Anonymous communication systems have been studied extensively since David
Chaum introduced the mix in 1981 [5]. Their principal aim is to hide the fact that
Alice is communicating with Bob from network adversaries or corrupt nodes in
the anonymity-providing system. Practical anonymous communication systems
have been proposed and fielded for email [25, 13] and web-browsing [2, 32]. They
are based on intermediate nodes relaying the communication and hiding the
correspondences between their inputs and outputs to obscure who is talking
with whom. An extensive survey of anonymous communication channels and
their properties is provided in [12].
Many approaches have also been proposed to mitigate the potential for abuse
of anonymous communications. These approaches fall into two main classes. The
first one, based on blacklisting [21], is respectful of users’ anonymity and empowers service providers to block abusive users without ever finding their true identity. This approach is similar to the blacklisting of anonymous credentials [33, 4].
Another form of blacklisting is used by Mixmaster; as senders of abusive content
cannot be identified, recipients of abusive content who do not wish to receive
mail from the anonymous remailer network can submit their email addresses to
be blocked, so that they will not receive unwanted communication in the future.

This technique has been implemented in Mixmaster on a per-remailer basis with
support for the network-wide “Remailer Abuse Blacklist” (RAB), which ensures
the silencing of abusive messages regardless of the remailer used (as long as it is
a participant in the RAB.)
The second approach is based on anonymity revocation or anonymity escrow,
and allows a collection of authorities to revoke the anonymity of a user associated
with a particular communication. Revocation has fundamentally different aims
from blacklisting, and can be applied to tracing arbitrary messages between
(even consenting) users to prevent covert communication.
Two lines of research have been developing in engineering revocation mechanisms into anonymity systems. The first family of systems is by Dı́az and Preneel [16, 8, 9] (DP), and the second and latest by Köpsell, Wendolsky and Federrath [23] (KWF). Given the similarity in their approach, we will examine in
detail the latest KWF system [23], and show in the discussion how our results
are applicable to the first set of systems.
The key feature of the DP and KWF anonymity revocation mechanisms is
that they “wrap-around” any anonymity system without modifying its internal
functioning. Decoupling revocation from the anonymity channel is a wise design
choice. It recognizes that building anonymous communication systems requires a
careful balance between engineering and security, and adding more requirements
into the core of the designs may lead to unsafe systems. This approach also adds
generality, since, in theory at least, it would allow any secure anonymity system
to be easily modified to include a revocation mechanism. A secondary design
aim of the revocation mechanisms is to retain the same set of trust assumptions
and security properties as the underlying anonymity systems.
In this work, we demonstrate that both revocation mechanisms are not as
effective as believed, and some forms of anonymous communication are always
possible despite them. The scheme’s independence from any particular anonymous channel turns into a weakness: as we show there exists no concrete practical
channel to instantiate it securely. Even a single party within the anonymization
infrastructure, adverse to the revocation protocol, is sufficient to help senders
bypass it to achieve anonymity without revocation, and without a significant
reduction in the quality of anonymity.
Furthermore, for onion-routing systems, the proposed architectures could
lead to a reduction in security even when the revocation mechanism is not exercised. In most cases, the grafting of the revocation mechanism opens systems
to Denial of Service attacks and heightens the risk of censorship.
This paper is organized as follows: the basic architecture of the KWF system
is outlined in Section 2, and the key techniques necessary to bypass it in Section
3. Section 4 enumerates specific instances of KWF with concrete anonymous
channels and describes how to bypass revocation in each case. Concerns about
weakening the security of the anonymous channels by adding KWF to them
are presented in Section 5, and questions about the desirability of revocation
systems are discussed in Section 6. KWF and DP are contrasted in Section 7,
and conclusions on our work are offered in Section 8.
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The Internals of the KWF Scheme

The KWF [23] mechanism is a generic construction adding revocation capabilities to any anonymous communication channel. The aim of the KWF scheme is
to not interfere with any of the security properties provided by the anonymous
channel unless the anonymity of the communication is to be revoked. In such
cases, the revocation authorities should reliably learn the identity of the sender
or initiator of the revoked anonymous communication. This property should
hold under the same security assumptions guaranteeing anonymity made by the
underlying channel.
The KWF scheme implements mechanisms for revocation by requiring users
to perform special steps before sending an anonymous message, as well as examining all messages output from the anonymous channel to the world. It relies on
threshold group signatures for its security; using those, a member of a group can
sign a message identifying himself as a member of the group without leaking any
additional information about his identity. However, a quorum of group managers
can invoke a revocation procedure to uncover a user’s identity if some abuse is
detected.
The KWF scheme also includes special features that allow operators not to
learn any information about the identity of the traced user. These are, to a large
extent, irrelevant to our attacks. Therefore, we shall not examine them in detail.
We refer the reader to the full scheme [23] for further details.
Aside from the parties taking part in the anonymous communications, as well
as the parties facilitating anonymization, the KWF scheme relies on some additional entities. Since the scheme uses group signatures, an entity is designated
to be the group manager, that has the power to trace a group signature to a
specific pseudonym. A third party is trusted to check sender’s real identities and
correctly package cryptographic tokens based on them. A verifier is entrusted
with verifying signatures and censoring invalid messages. Finally, some abstract
authorities are authorized to learn the senders of revoked messages – this party
possess by design (as opposed to being due to an accidental weakness in the
system) the ability to remove any user’s anonymity, as well as ensure that node
operators comply with the protocol.
The skeleton of the KWF protocol proceeds as follows:
1. Login. A user wishing to send an anonymous message first logs in to a third
party and acquires a signed ‘revocation token’. This token is a ciphertext of
his real identity (this may be a strong identity, derived from a public-key
certificate, or simply the IP address of the user) encrypted using a threshold
crypto-system. The user becomes a member of the group that is allowed to
send messages through the channel. The third party gives the user the secret
key to prove membership to the group, using a (revocable) group signature
scheme.
2. Sending. The user signs his message using his group signature key and packages it cryptographically, as appropriate for the specific anonymous channel.
He then sends the message, or performs whatever action is necessary to
execute the anonymous communication channel protocol.

3. Checking. Once the message is output from the anonymous channel, it is
given to a verifier. The verifier checks the group signature on the message; if
it is not valid, the message is discarded. If the signature is valid, the message
is forwarded to the intended recipient of the message.
4. Revocation. In case the message offends some policy, the revocation procedure is set in motion. The group signature associated with the message is
provided to the group manager that traces it to a particular pseudonym. The
pseudonym is used to retrieve the ‘revocation token’, and the real identity
of the sender is retrieved by threshold decryption, performed by some third
parties, and given to the authorities.
An important objective of the KWF scheme is to not modify the trust model
of the anonymous channel. For this reason, the third parties necessary to perform
the threshold decryption and provide the identity of the user to the authorities
are chosen to be the same third parties that facilitate the anonymization of
messages, i.e., the anonymization infrastructure itself. The stated aim is for the
revocation protocol to be secure under the same conditions as anonymity is
secured: when a threshold of honest servers exists in the network.
Our attacks against the KWF scheme, and the closely-related DP scheme,
show that the protocols do not meet this objective. It is possible to bypass the
revocation mechanisms and achieve strong anonymity if even a single participant
in the anonymity infrastructure is unwilling to follow the revocation protocol.
For some common choices of anonymous channels, it is even possible to bypass
the revocation mechanisms without the help of any insider.
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Outline of the Bypass Attacks

The key assumption on which the KWF and DP schemes base their security is
that there can be no leakage of information from inside the channel to the world
unless it passes through the verification step. In the KWF design, the anonymous
channel is presented as a pipe with a clear entry and exit point, while in the DP
design, the mixes are assumed to be unable to misbehave.
In practice, anonymous channels are complex multi-party protocols involving
many often-untrusted participants who are in a position to learn a lot of information about the messages in transit. Engineering anonymous channels devoid
of covert channels has never been a core objective of designers. The idea that
the verifier is able to ‘catch’ all message flows from the network to the outside
world is particularly hard to implement when the sender is intentionally trying
to leak information through an accomplice that is part of the infrastructure.
Our attack only modifies the Sending step of the KWF protocol. A user
correctly logs into the third party and acquires the appropriate credentials to
use the anonymity system. However, he does not sign the message that he wishes
to send. Instead, he packages it in such a way as to take advantage of a single
accomplice in the infrastructure that will leak the message to the world (or to
co-conspirators) without first presenting it to the verifier. We shall examine in

detail, in the next section, how this can be done in the most common anonymizing
channels.
Why does the attack work in general? Anonymous channels have been designed to be incentives compatible. They rely on the parties that will benefit from
the anonymity properties, the senders in our case, to package their messages in
such a way as to leak no information about their content or destinations. With
the exception of anonymous channels designed for elections,3 there is no mechanism preventing users from packaging their messages in a way that reveals their
contents to arbitrary third parties.
The KWF design provides incentives for users to bypass the verifier. It is
trivial in almost all anonymity designs to make use of a corrupt insider (and
often even an observer) to leak their messages out of the channel without being
subject to the verifier’s scrutiny.
It is important to understand the role of the insider that enables non-revocable
anonymous communications: the only service they provide is leaking the message
to the outside world without vetting it through the verifier. As such, insiders only
facilitate a covert channel, but are not required to provide any anonymity: the
use of the anonymous channel, and the otherwise honest participants, already
provides this. Therefore the insiders do not need to act as anonymizing relays,
but merely as exits from the channel.
It is not necessary for the corrupt insider to have any details about the
real identity of the sending user, and it is impossible to obtain any additional
information by observing any of its internal state. Therefore a compromise of
the insider nodes does not lead to a compromise of the sender’s identities.

4

Bypassing specific KWF-* mechanisms

To illustrate our attacks, we will show how a sender can use unintended covert
channels in most anonymity systems to leak messages to others without being
subject to the verifier’s censorship.
We will have to show in all cases that (1) the message benefits from the
anonymity properties of the channel (without the corrupt insiders contributing
to the anonymity); (2) that a single corrupt insider is sufficient to bypass the
system; (3) that the message can be leaked in a way that does not arouse suspicion. We shall denote the instances of the KWF systems as KWF-*, where the
‘*’ denotes the specific anonymous channel used by the system.
KWF-cascades. The KWF is first presented in terms of mix cascades [2, 18],
so we should start by demonstrating that a single dishonest member of the
mix cascade can bypass the verifier.
Mix cascades anonymize messages by relaying them through a predetermined
and fixed set of intermediary nodes. The messages are encoded in multiple
3

It is important that election systems provide a method for the voter to verify that
her vote is counted, but prevent the voter from proving how she voted to a third
party, to achieve coercion resistance.

layers of encryption, and each intermediary strips a layer before passing the
message along to the next mix. With n mixes in the cascade, the message
leaving the sender should be encrypted under the public keys of all mixes
and look like:
M0 = EK1 EK2 . . . EKn (A, M )
(1)
Where Ek (·) denotes encryption under the key k, A the final address of the
message and M the message itself. M 0 is sent to the first node N1 , where it
is decrypted and forwarded to the next node.
Assume that the single node Nj and the sender are collaborating to bypass
the revocation mechanism. The sender simply packages the message as:
M0 = EK1 EK2 . . . EKj EKsecret (A, M )

(2)

The key Ksecret can be a shared key between the sender and node Nj . The
message will be correctly relayed until node Nj . At this point, it will appear
in the clear to node Nj , which can leak it to any third party.4 The node
Nj should then forward the ciphertext EKsecret (A, M ) along, to make its
observable operation indistinguishable from an honest node. The message
arriving at the final node will be indistinguishable from a random plaintext,
and will be discarded by the verifier as not having a valid signature.
The double encryption of the message received by Nj provides compulsion
resistance. The mix is able to follow the protocol unaltered and decrypt the
message first with its public key Kj . Then it can covertly check whether the
message is to be leaked, by checking on whether it decrypts correctly with the
key Ksecret . Yet if an adversary captures the node, and compels it to reveal
its secrets, there is no way to prove that any key exist beyond the first one.
To achieve this messages encrypted under Ksecret should be indistinguishable
from those destined to the next stage of mixing – a property that is simple
to implement.
Compulsion resistance protects the collaborating mix from reprisal, but is
not necessary to maintain anonymity. In case both keys Nj and Ksecret are
leaked the message still benefits from the anonymity provided by the mixes
N1 , . . . , Nj−1 .
Since the message contains no signature to revoke, it is not possible to trace
it back when the verifier receives it. Furthermore, if the message has gone
through at least a single honest node before reaching the node Nj , it has
benefited from the anonymity of the channel without being traceable. It is
also clear that a single Nj is sufficient to leak the messages, and that that
sender has a high bandwidth channel to leak and anonymize messages. (The
bandwidth is at least as high as if it were using the legitimate system.)
We conclude that for the KWF-cascades system, the security goal that the
revocation mechanisms should work if there is a threshold of honest users
does not hold.
4

Of course, node Nj may very well be the intended recipient, with no further dissemination of the message necessary.

KWF-mix. Mix systems [5] are sets of routers that decrypt and forward messages to a designated address. Multiple mixes are chained together to form
paths, over which messages are relayed. As with cascades, the cryptographic
format of messages upon injection into the mix network is:
M = EK1 (N2 , EK2 (. . . (Nn , EKn (A, M ))))

(3)

Messages are encrypted using multiple layers with the public keys of intermediate mix nodes. Unlike the formatting of messages for mix cascades, the
address of the next node is included in the encrypted envelope to facilitate
routing.
Mix systems can trivially be used to implement the bypass attack by including in the path a single corrupt mix that will leak the messages to its final
destination. A message can be formatted as:
M = EK1 (N2 , EK2 (. . . (Nj , EKj EKsecret (A, M ))))

(4)

Node Nj is dishonest, decrypts the message and forwards it to its final
destination without checking its signature or mediating the communication
through the verifier. Indistinguishability from honest behaviour can still be
achieved. If node Nj comes under compulsion, it can reveal its private key,
but without revealing Ksecret , it is impossible to distinguish its operation
from the honest nodes. Messages can still contain valid routing information
for a subsequent path [11], making it impossible for an adversary to distinguish the node that leaks messages.
As with cascades, a single dishonest node is able to bypass the revocation mechanism and allow anonymous communication to take place. Even if
node Nj is under passive surveillance, the message has benefited from the
anonymity offered by nodes N1 . . . Nj−1 . Therefore, for general mix systems,
the KWF revocation mechanism does not meet its security goals.
Other considerations. Other covert channels are available in some mix systems, allowing for covert communication even without the need for a corrupt
party. Proposals to make mix networks robust assume that inputs and outputs of relayed messages are published on a public bulletin board [20, 26]. In
such designs, Alice and Bob can communicate covertly by sharing a key and
encoding the message so that it exits some mix “in the clear”.
Requiring mix systems not to publish any information would make universal
verifiability of delivery impossible to implement using efficient techniques,
and would make such networks insecure against denial-of-service attacks [3].
KFW-or/tor. Onion routing architectures [32, 17] employ layered encryption
and paths over networks of routers, and are architecturally very similar to
mix networks. As a result, the same techniques can be used to route the
stream through a dishonest node that leaks information to the outside world
without checking signatures or presenting them to the verifier.
While architecturally related to mixing, onion routing defends against a very
different threat model, and it is likely that the verifier will be able to mount
de-anonymization attacks if it relays and checks all streams of traffic. This

is due to the onion routing being susceptible to passive attacks, while mix
networks should be secure against a global passive adversary. We discuss this
further in section 5.
KFW-buses. Buses [1] is a broadcast anonymization protocol. Nodes arrange
themselves in one or multiple paths, over which ‘buses’ travel. Buses are bitstrings containing multiple messages that are encrypted and re-encrypted as
the ‘bus’ is relayed by each node, making it impossible to tell at what node
they were introduced or removed. Messages are encrypted under the secret
key of the final recipient, which detects them by trial decryption.
The peer-to-peer nature of buses makes it difficult to implement the KWF
scheme, since only the final recipient gets to see and decrypt the message, not
any other intermediary. Therefore, the KWF architecture cannot be applied
to buses, since covert channels to the final recipients are intrinsic to the
security of the scheme.
The obvious modification to accommodate KWF would be to address all
messages to the verifier, who would then forward them to their respective
receivers. This architecture would be equivalent to using the verifier as a
single-hop proxy, since all the messages would simply be encrypted under its
public key. This falls short of the original security properties of buses, which
offer perfect receiver anonymity.
KWF-PIR. Recently, proposals for the use of Information Theoretic Private
Information Retrieval [7] in anonymous communications have been made [30,
19]. In Information Theoretic PIR, a set of databases (all containing an
identical data set) are queried such that it is impossible for an adversary
to determine what information is being requested by the user making the
query unless all databases being queried are in collusion. In the proposed
anonymity systems built on this form of PIR, the PIR database is used
to store messages for pseudonyms. The KWF-* system is ill-suited for the
architecture thus far proposed, though one can imagine a KWF design for
such systems. There exists a significant problem with such a system, however:
while a KWF-PIR solution could force the database operators to collude and
reveal the queries made by a user so that a known IP address is linked to an
unknown pseudonym, the reverse would require stripping the anonymity of
the system’s users until a match was found, violating the privacy of many
legitimate users in the process.
Furthermore, anonymous covert channels exist in systems where large amounts
of random data are passed between different entities [28], and a KWF-PIR
solution would not prevent anonymous communications if a communicating
party operated part of the infrastructure.
There are two protocols in the literature, Crowds [29] and Dining Cryptographers’ networks (DC-nets) [6], for which the KWF scheme would be applicable.
DC-nets are information-theoretically secure and devoid of covert channels. It
is therefore possible to imagine all users contributing their inputs to the centralized verifier server that combines, shares, and outputs the final message only if
it is valid. This centralized architecture would be secure, but would scale poorly.

Scaling problems, as well as sensitivity to denial of service, are so prevalent in
DC-nets that they are not used in practice.
Crowds [29] is a simple pass-the-parcel mechanism, in which nodes probabilistically relay messages in the clear before forwarding them to their final destination. A naive implementation of the KWF mechanism could be bypassed: the
sender simply does not include a ring signature into the sent messages. Given
the limited control the sender has over the routing of messages, delivery is only
possible if the message reaches a collaborating node. Therefore the attack has to
rely on a large fraction of collaborating nodes being part of the Crowds network
– a much stronger assumption than those made so far.
The KWF mechanism could also be easily modified to be robust even against
those attacks. The KWF protocol would have to be augmented to ensure that
all honest Crowds nodes check the validity of the signature of all messages they
relay and report those nodes that forward messages without valid signatures.
This is possible in Crowds since relayed messages are visible to nodes in clear.
In practice, Crowds is not in use because of the weak anonymity properties it
provides, which also enable checking the KWF signatures at each step.
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Unintentionally Introduced Weaknesses in the KWF
Scheme

The KWF scheme aims to “allow for deanonymisation without weakening the
general trust model of an anonymity service.” Yet through the introduction of a
new infrastructure component, “the verifier”, users of the system become more
susceptible to attacks by an adversary not in collusion with the operators of the
revocation system.
End-to-end traffic analysis. The verifier greatly reduces the difficulty of performing end-to-end traffic analysis attacks, by serving as a convenient single
end-point in a fixed location. The fact that all traffic leaving the anonymity
system can be observed, and timed, at the verifier facilitates multiple attacks
described in the literature.
Many of the statistical disclosure attacks are made easier in this architecture [14, 24], since the message recipients are readily available to the verifier. Onion-routing security is greatly affected, since the verifier can collaborate with any entry node to correlate the low-latency streams of traffic to
trace them [34, 10]. In general, the KWF architecture interacts poorly with
anonymity systems providing security against a partial adversary only, since
it requires the verifier to act as a centralized global observer. Classic active
attacks such as the (n − 1) attack [31], in which an adversary injects a single
message in a mix along with many of their own messages, are much easier
to perform against the whole network by the verifier.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of dummy traffic is greatly reduced. Networkgenerated cover traffic cannot contain valid ring signatures to get past the

verifier and reach the final recipients. Therefore such dummy messages, injected by mixes to thwart traffic analysis, are easily distinguishable from
user generated messages exiting the network, rendering them useless.
Denial of service. The verifier acts as a computational and communication
bottleneck, since it has to inspect every message. That further exposes the
system to denial-of-service attacks. Even a single rogue node, or client,
can create a near-limitless number of messages with syntactically-correct,
semantically-invalid signatures, to force the verifier to perform a verification
of the signature – an expensive public-key operation. The anonymity of this
node would be protected by the operation of the network, and it would be
difficult to uncover and stop it.
Censorship. The verifier can easily be turned into a censor. Instead of attempting to trace messages violating an arbitrary policy, it can simply silently drop
them. This feature of the revocation protocol goes against the latest attempts
to make anonymous communications more robust against censorship [22].
The login servers could also act as censors by not providing signature keys
to selected individuals.
This form of denial-of-service in anonymity systems does not simply impact
availability, but can also be used as a tool to decrease anonymity. Therefore,
the ability of the verifier to drop messages allows an adversary to increase
its chance of tracing a message [3].
Anonymity-set reduction. Multiple anonymity revocation orders may be issued against the same anonymity set, thus weakening the anonymity provided to “legitimate” users. This is a concern that any user of such a system
could justifiably hold, for they have no control over the identity or actions
of the other members of their anonymity set (which in most systems is a
random set of users highly correlated to the time in which the system is
used.) If a significant portion of the traffic is deanonymized by the revocation mechanisms, the legitimate users will be put at risk of identification as
well.
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Additional Concerns

The KWF scheme takes great pains to ensure that multiple parties (the anonymization node operators) are involved in revoking anonymity. The intent is to demonstrate that the individual node operators all cooperate in providing the revocation of the anonymity their services provide; however, since participation in such
a system is presumed to be compulsory, the nodes participating in such a system must be considered “in collusion”, or at best “under compulsion”, from the
standpoint of the existing anonymity threat models. This is especially true in
the KWF system, where a mechanism is employed to hide the identity of the
traced user from the operators, making it impossible to judge the legitimacy or
proportionality of any revocation order before complying.
The discussion of jurisdiction issues with regard to the system presented in
the KWF and DP papers is also missing. Backdoored anonymity systems are

unlikely to be preferred in jurisdictions where they are not mandatory, thus
resulting in separate networks for different jurisdictions, eliminating many of
the benefits of jurisdictional arbitrage. This leaves many unanswered questions
regarding which law enforcement agencies and judges are empowered to order
the revocation of a user’s anonymity, and presents difficult problems with regard
to maintaining a single cohesive anonymity-set.
A system which has a known weakness as part of its design is likely to reduce
the overall trust of the system—and for good reasons, as we have demonstrated.
From a deployment point of view, it is unclear why users would use a revocable
anonymity system instead of the easily accessible global anonymity solutions that
are free of backdoors. An attempt could be made to impose such restrictions on
the Internet as a whole, or put up country-level censorship systems (such as
those used in China and Iran [15]) to prevent the use of true anonymity systems,
but both of those approaches present their own problems beyond the scope of
this paper.
The designers of the KWF scheme indicate that the system is to be used
to revoke the identities of users sending to “suspicious addresses” or visiting
“suspicious websites.” Besides the obvious question of “what makes a recipient
suspicious?” there can be legitimate concerns that “suspicious” websites may be
created for the purpose of entrapment, to learn the identity of a user because of
legitimate past communications. An attack whereby a user is tricked into visiting a given “suspicious website” could easily be implemented through the use of
hidden frames in an unrelated site. E.g., if an attacker knows that website A is
“suspicious”, the attacker could embed an element of website A in an innocuous website B or in an HTML email, causing the user to unwittingly visit the
“suspicious” website. This could lead to the targeted deanonymization of honest
users for reasons other than those stated in an official warrant, and even allows
for corruption of this process by non-governmental agents.

7

Discussion of the DP Design

The DP class of revocable anonymity solutions has its origins in the APES European Union project. Part of the project is intended to further develop anonymous
communications, and also includes methods for the “control” of anonymous communications [9].
We refer to the DP solutions as a “class” of revocation technologies, because
there are subtle differences between proposals. We focus on the most recent
proposal published by Dı́az and Preneel [16]. The DP scheme is harder to evaluate than the KWF scheme, because only a high-level design is proposed. Many
difficult questions of security emerge when the gaps in the design are filled in.
The DP scheme shares some elements in common with the KWF scheme:
a certification authority that holds users’ identities in escrow, judges who are
empowered to revoke the system, and a credential that is associated with any
communication sent through the network. There are some basic problems with
the DP approach not found in the KWF-* system, following from the fact that

the identity credential is not cryptographically bound to the data being communicated. Hence, a mix can “frame” a user by associating the credential of a
“suspicious” user with a legitimate user’s traffic. This may be done specifically
to harm that user, or by a rogue mix wishing to associate a valid credential with
communication from a user other than the owner of that credential, to conceal
the identity of the non-credentialed user.
DP’s key difference from the KWF scheme is that the verifier is not centralized; instead, all exit nodes from the anonymity network are entrusted to
check signatures for validity before forwarding messages. The Bypass attack can
successfully be applied, and becomes trivial if even a single exit node is corrupt,
as for the KWF bypass attacks described in Section 3. Other security issues
relating to the centralization of the verifier in KWF, such as denial of service or
traffic analysis attacks, are not so severe due to this decentralized approach.
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Conclusions

We find the two proposals for “conditional anonymity” to be a significant departure from the strength and protection assurances in traditional, non-backdoored
anonymity systems. The systems studied are ineffective at providing revocation
against users wishing to engage in covert communications, and additionally introduce weaknesses that may compromise legitimate users.
From a technical point of view, no practical, deployed, anonymous communication channel fulfils the goals of the KWF or DP schemes, to provide
mechanism-independent anonymity revocation. Instead, they allow single insiders, or even eavesdroppers, to leak anonymous messages out of the network,
allowing unrevocable communications to take place. Furthermore, the KWF-*
mechanisms have the potential to reduce anonymity through the introduction
of a single verifier entity that mediates all output messages or streams from the
network. The verifier can mount traffic analysis attacks, be subject to denial of
service, or censor messages to impact availability or facilitate tracing.
From a deployment as well as a policy point of view, we believe revocation
mechanisms to be ill-conceived: it is unclear why any operator or user would
choose to use them when alternatives are available, and the proposed schemes
systematically fail to ensure any security against the abuse of the revocation
interfaces. Ironically, by introducing a strong framework for node collusion to
achieve revocation, the amount of trust a given user is likely to place in the
system as a whole is reduced. Yet, these issues go beyond the strictly technical
focus of this paper.
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